Open the package.
Follow the steps to
conect the strap to
the Smart watch

To charge place the back of
your watch on the Wireless
charger.

Wear the
smartwatch and
press and hold
the button to
turn it on.

Open M2
Wear in your
pone to set
up the device.

Buttons and touch

Product
overview

Swipe up: shortcut button

Knob Button

Switch button

Knob button
1.Short press in the dial pake to enter the menú, short
press to return to the dial.
2.Double click on the menú page to switch menus.
3.Rotate the button to zoom icons, turn pages, etc.
4.Short press on the remaining pages to retun to the
dial page.

Switch button
Long press the switch.

Swipe
right:
Move in
effect

Split
screen
effect

Down: shortcut button

Connect the watch

Scan code to download M2 Wear

1. Download M2 Wear APP to your mobile pone and install it, you can directly search for “M2
Wear” in the APP store to download, or scan the following QR code to jump to the link to
download.
2. Connect the watch:
1. Scan code connection: After the watch is turned on and enter the dial page side
right to enter the splitscreen function. Click the “scan code connection” shotcut button, the
connection QR will pop up, and you can directly scan the code connection in M2 Wear.
2. Manual connection: After the mobile phone turns on Bluetooth, enter the APP to
directly search for the device to manually connect

3. Connect call bluetooth.
When the watch is in the initial state, Bluetooth is turned oft At this time, the call function and
music function cannot be used. Slide up to open the shortcut menu and click the call Bluetooth
switch. When it is turned on, you can find the call bluetooth in the mobile phone system (when
the mobile phone bluetooth is turned on), find the corresponding bluetooth name and click
connect. After a sucesfull connection you can use the call and music functions.

Watch operating instructions:
1. Split screen function: right stroke screen, left stroke back
2. Dial page: manually rotate the encoder to page up and down, and manually tap the screen
to select the required dial.
Note: the system preset has 10 dial pages, and the last dial is named “custom”, which will
change with the dial market on the app.
3. Menu page: press the side key on the dial page to enter the menú page. After entering the
menú page, double press the side key to switch the menú, and press the side key to return to
the main dial page.
4. Function page: click each application icon on the menu page to enter the corresponding
function, right slide back, and press the side key to return to the main dial page.
Requirement description:
1. Conect the mobile phone with NFC function to the watch and scan the
card bag in the app. No encrypted Mifare card with frequency 13.56 MHz
(default key) And other uid cards, which do not support CPU cards; For
safety reasons, with doorsBank card with key function and door card with
stored value consumption and bus consumption function cannot be
simulated. Even if the simulation is sucesfull, these cards do not have
banBus and other functions.
2. Open NFC card package at APP end; Prompt the user go to the app and
add an NFC card package.
3. Watch end usser can support entry card recording through the
community management office or proper management office.
4.The door lock enters the access control administrator mode, and the
entry administrator, and the watch is directly pasted into the entry.

Function introduction:

Phone

Adress book: Connect your mobile phone to add If mobile phone contacts.
Dialing: when the mobile phone is splashed out, the call can be realized at the watch end;
Call record: Connect the mobile phone to dial out, and find the call record after the call is
realized at the watch end.
Record the exercise data of the day. including calories, activity time,
Motion activity times, steps and distance.

Motion
recording
Users can bind Alipay through watches, and watch offline payment
through Abney two-dimensional code.
Alipay

Heart rate

Blood
presure

Blood
oxigen

Close the watch to the wrist, and the best wearing position is on the wrist bone above the
arm, which can measure the real-time heart rate,The normal heart rate is 60-90 beats / min.
The watch rate records the last 7 measurements and records the highest value and
minimum value.
Stick the watch close to the hand yard. The best wearing position is above the hand mouth
of the blood wrist bone. The blood pressure can be measured and recorded by the watch
Blood pressure was pressure measured and recorded nearly 7 times in the morning.

Stick the watch close to the wrist. The best wearing position is above the hip of Li's wrist
bone.The blood oxygen value can be measured Record the last 7 measurements and record
the highest and lowest values.

The user can adjust the time at will in the settings.
Can switch time

Open the aplication download in the app, click the short video remote control download, and
then open the shortcut bar short video remote control.

Check your sleep everynight.
Sleep

Outdoor sports

Breathing training

It includes five kinds of sports: walking, running, cycling, mountain climbing and indoors
running. It records three mayor sports data: steps, calories, heart rate and can set sports
goals to comprehensively decompose your sports details.
Breathing training can quickly relax yourself, relieve stress and replenish oxygen to the body.
Provide three freqyency choices of breathing training: slow, normal and slightly fast;
Breathing time selection: 1-5 minuts.

Connect app to control music playback.
Music control

The watch supports stopwatch timing.
Stopwatch

Mett

Temperature

Set up

The watch realices the mett function and converts all daily exercise into mett value, which is
presente don the watch and app. Come out and record the energy metabolism equivalent of
a week’s exercise to form a visual icon for users to clearly understand your own amount of
exercise.
The watch supports temperatura monitoring, monutors the user’s temperatura change, and
displays the temperatura with icons using scientifcis health algorithms, so that users can
adjust their status at any time.
Including clock, profile, display, password lock , voice, sidebar, restoring factory settings and
about.

Watch seconds change timer.
Timer
Connect app to synchronice weather.
The
weather

Bluetooth data transmisión:
When connected to the mobila phone, the watch .11 instantly synchronize some data with the
mobile phone through Bluetooth, including weather, notification messagesSports health data,
etc. When Bluetooth is disconnected or turned off, these data will not be synchronized.

Recharge:
Please put the back of the watch on the surface of the wireless charger to start charging, and
the charginginstructions are displayed on the watch screen.

Note:
1. Do not charge in a humid enviroment with wáter.
2. Please ensure that the back of the watch is in clean and complete contact with the
surface of the wireless charger.
3. Please regularly clean the back of the watch and the surface of the wireless charger
with a clean flannel cloth Make sure the watch and the wireless charger are
completely clean Contact to ensure normal charging.
4. This product is not equipped with a power adapter.To ensure the safety of your family
and property, you can use a computer USB port or choose a power adapter with an
output not exceeding 5v --1A when charging. Please purchase power adapters through
formal channels, and avoid using low-quality, fake power adapters to avoid bursting or
fire.

Precautions:
1. The measurement results of this product are for reference only, not for any medical
purposes on basis, Please follow the doctor's instructions and never make selfdiagnosis and treatment based on the measurement results.
2. Thewaterproof grade of this product is IP67, and it cannot be used for Deep diving and
lang-term soaking In water. In addition, this product is not resistant to hot water,
because water vapor will affect the hand ring.
3. The company reserves the right to modify the contents of this manual without any
notice. Some fractions are different in the corresponding software version, which is
normal.

